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       NEW COMMUNITY ORDER: Building a micronations.wiki community of equals Introduction: it’s time for a change Everyone in the micronations.wiki community, apart from the very newest members, understands the class system that we all have a rank in. At the top, there are the ‘old guard’ and the ‘community leaders’, who determine whether or not projects will succeed or fail and whether or not people will be ‘popular’ or ‘unpopular’, setting the general direction for the community. If you have an exciting new project, you either have to complete it by yourself and make a very impressive launch, or more often than not, you will need to have a member of this upper tier support you, if you want to have any chance of your project making it off the ground. In a broad sense, this is why every ‘micronational UN’ project fails, yet the Grand Unified Micronational (GUM) was revived after a complete collapse and still managed to have itself taken seriously and become a respected institution. Below the upper tier, there is a middle tier that makes up the vast majority of the community. This is composed of a mixture of very ambitious and not-so-ambitious people who are often the sole representative for their micronation in the community and who desperately want to make a name for themselves or their micronation. YAMOs, news organisations, empires and other things will constantly be created as people here essentially fight for recognition from the top tier, who sometimes give out titles like ‘Member of Parliament’ or ‘Minister for Culture”. Some people at any given time will be ‘in favour’ and some will be ‘out of favour’ with the upper tier, and this will greatly influence their power to do anything with their micronation. Below this, there are people who have been ‘drummed out of the magic circle’ by the upper tier and who are disillusioned with the community, and will often be found trying to persuade people to withdraw from the GUM or complaining in private messenger about the class system that has dumped them at the bottom. A good number of them walk away to the Micras or Facebook communities, quite often to a collective shout of ‘good riddance’ from the nastier members of the upper tier. There are also newbies and the ‘forum community’, who exist pretty much separately. If it still functions in the way it did when we moved into the community, they are forced to ‘prove themselves’ on the forums before a kind-hearted middle-tier or upper-tier person gives them a link to a Skype chatroom and they are ‘initiated’ into the community as a newbie, soon to become a new member. In the current community there is alot of hate so we plan to create a new one that We could talk at length about how this structure has evolved, about the way that it sustains itself through institutions like the Grand Unified Micronational (GUM) and about how it slowly drains the will to micronation from people who feel trapped at a certain layer. One of the top tier don’t like you? Tough. Drummed out of the magic circle and stuck half-in, half-out? Tough. This community has generated a triangle, not a circle, and it’s slowly taking the fun out of micronationalism for many people who have felt too many of their ideologies be mocked, too many of their countries be called ridiculous and too many times have they been told to ‘wait until you’ve made a name for yourself.’ The New Community Order (NCO) The NCO is a project to change the way that the micronational community is run - to create a new micronations.wiki community based on equality and fun, because fundamentally, that’s why we are all here. In short, we are leaving the current micronations.wiki community to create a new one - and we want you to come with us! This is not an attempt to criticise any individuals. We just think it’s about time that we started over and created a new, fairer community where we can all work on our economies, diplomacy and countries without having to deal with the ambitious community structure that holds back the current micronations.wiki community. If you want to join our new community, please make your interest known, and we’ll add you to our (first) chatroom - ‘The Monarchist Republic’ (similar to The Ragged Flagon or the YBM) This is a short document, and we might not sound like we have a lot to go on. But we’re confident that you know what we mean. This is a chance to leave the old ways and join a new community founded on fairness, and to do it with your head held high. Join us! 
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